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Outline

Domestic violence overview 

Role of power and control in domestic violence 

Clinical interventions in the treatment of intimate 
partner violence

Clinical Goals

Eliminate abusive behaviors 

Promote safety for victims 

Implement healthy behaviors 

Experienced Clinicians

Initial 40 hours CEU in DV/BIPP 

Ongoing CEU training in DV/BIPP 
24 hours every 2 years for licensed clinicians 
40 hours every 2 years for unlicensed facilitators



Initial Individual Session
Intake session and testing 
Current offense and hx of violence 
Current relationship with victim 
Access to weapons 
Rationale 
Past treatment 
PAI, DVI, SASSI, ATW 

18 weeks of 2-hour group (36 hours) 

Exit session and testing (DVI Post-Test)

Why Do They Batter?

“I was defending myself by putting her in what is 
called the rear naked choke” 
“She threw a glass a me. She then threw another one 
and broke my windshield. She hit me in the head. I 
called the police and they arrested ME” 
“I over-reacted and wasn't thinking clearly” 
I was drinking a couple of beers and then me and my 
girlfriend starting arguing, then things got out of hand”

Why Do They Batter

I didn’t 
That’s not really me 
She made me 
She deserved it 
I just pushed her and she fell 
I was defending myself 
I had too much to drink

Power & Control 
Entitlement 
Jealousy 

Distorted beliefs

According to Client Real Reasons

Why Do They Batter

Substance Abuse 
Thought about 1/2 were under the influence of alcohol or drugs, it is not a 
causal factor 
8 times more likely to batter on days they had been drinking

Why Stay?

Love? 
Fear 
Finances 
Weak 
My fault for abuse 
Murder 
Bearable 
He’s sorry

She realizes she was in 
the wrong 

She deserved it 
She’s okay with the abuse

From the VICTIM’S view From the ABUSER’S view

Power/Control vs. Equality



Intimidation vs.  
Non-Threatening Behavior

Emotional Abuse vs. 
Respect Emotional Abuse

Yelling 

Degrading 

Name calling 

“You’re crazy”

Isolation vs. 
Trust and Support

Minimizing, Denying and Blaming vs. 
Honesty and Accountability Thinking Errors

Minimizing 

Justifying 

Blaming 

Victim stance 

Close-Channel



Using Children vs. 
Responsible Parenting Effects on Children

Normalcy 

Fear 

Anxiety disorders 

Hypervigilant 

Re-enactment 

Distorted beliefs

Male Privilege vs. 
Shared Responsibility

Economic Abuse vs. 
Economic Partnership

Coercion and Threats vs. 
Negotiation and Fairness Power/Control vs. Equality



Control Log Treatment
Hold clients accountable for their current and 
past abusive behaviors 
Confrontation of thinking errors 
Dispel myths 
Battering is a choice 
Disinhibitors vs. reasons 

Substance abuse 
Non-violence discipline of children 
Sexual abuse 
Direct and indirect victims

Gender Roles
Do you see yourself as a typical man/woman? 
Describe 

What are the mother’s/father’s responsibilities in a 
home? 

What are your expectations for your sons versus 
your daughters? 

Who do you think has it easier? Men or Women?

Treatment Interventions

Role-Plays 

Healthy Relationships

Women as Batterers

Prevalence

Multiple research indicates that women are just as 
likely to use aggression as a male.



See battering as a useful method to control 
partner’s behavior

Not usually a sense of 
entitlement 
Retaliation 

Belief that they have a 
RIGHT to resist being 

dominated through 
violence 

Less injurious 
More likely to use weapon

DifferencesSimilarities Showing Progress


